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Abstract
Japanese language textbooks used in many universities and schools in Indonesia these days
are not designed to be used by the Indonesian learners. In this paper, we conducted a survey
on 151 Indonesian leaners who are currently studying Japanese in universities in Indonesia.
We applied quantitative and qualitative methods to collect data and employed five point scale
questionnaires and an open-ended question to understand the characteristics of the textbook
that the learners want/need.
The questionnaires contained sixty seven questions which were evaluated on a five point
scale from ‘strongly agree’ to ‘strongly disagree’ by the subjects. The main findings were that
the learners wish to (1) learn all four skills, and want to improve their speaking skill the most;
(2) learn grammar rules through many example sentences, (3) acquire knowledge from
contrastive analysis between Indonesian and Japanese in the areas of language, culture,
customs, and manners; (4) learn standard language and also major dialects, language of the
young, children, aged people, words of foreign origin, onomatopoeia, body language, and
honorific language; (5) practice meaningful drills, discourse, role-play, shadowing,
translation, and composition; (6) expose themselves to Kanji from the beginning; (7) have
bidirectional vocabulary list of Japanese and Indonesian.
Based on this survey, we concluded that Indonesian learners of Japanese are looking forward
to the emergence of newly written innovative Japanese language textbooks that fit the
expectancies of the Indonesian learners and also make the full use of the outcome of
contrastive study of language and culture.
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1. Introduction
It has been said by many Japanese language professionals that Japanese language textbooks
currently used in many universities and schools in Indonesia are not written in a form that is
suitable for Indonesian learners, but written for any learners of Japanese. Textbooks writers
should make full use of accumulated knowledge and skills obtained from accomplishments of
the contrastive analysis of languages and cultures from the last century, and Japanese language
textbooks currently used in Indonesia should have taken advantage of these accomplishments.
Now, it is time for a new textbook to be written in order to make use of accomplishment made
in the contrastive analysis between Indonesian and Japanese in both language and culture, for
the sake of future Indonesian learners of Japanese. It is very regrettable that we could not find
any articles and books so far that make reference to elementary Japanese textbooks for
Indonesian learners.
Our purpose in this article is to identify what kind of textbook is expected to be written for the
Indonesian learners of Japanese who are currently studying Japanese and culture in Indonesia.
We hope that this study will stimulate future Japanese textbook publications for the country
that had more than 710,000 Japanese learners in 2009 according to Japan Foundation survey
in 2011. Now the number of Japanese learners in Indonesia is in the third place among the
countries in the world, following Korea and China, and Indonesia had the top learner
population growth rate of over 160% in 2009.

2. Research Questions
There are three research questions in this article.
1) To quantitatively extract the elements of the desirable textbook by doing a five-point scale
questionnaire to the Indonesian learners of Japanese.
2) To qualitatively extract the elements of the desirable textbook by doing a five-point scale
questionnaire to the Indonesian learners of Japanese.
3) To propose an outline of an ideal textbook for the Indonesian learners of Japanese.

3. Methodology
Subjects: 151 Indonesian learners of Japanese studying in Bandung. There were 41 male
students and 114 female students; 22 in the third semester, 125 in the fifth semester, and 4 in
the seventh semester, respectively.
Data Collection: We asked the learners of Japanese to check the most suitable answer for sixty
seven five-point scale questionnaires from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree,” and to write
a description about the Japanese textbook they desire.
5: strongly agree
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4: agree
3: does not matter
2: disagree
1: strongly disagree
Questionnaires: The following are the questions:
Q1: I want to acquire all four language skills – reading, writing, speaking, and listening in a
balanced manner.
Q2: I first want to acquire conversational skills of speaking and listening.
Q3: I first want to acquire reading and writing skills.
Q4: As for grammar rules, I prefer to elicit them from example sentences.
Q5: As for grammar rules, I hope that they will be introduced as rules.
Q6: As for grammar explanations, the introduction of basic rules is enough.
Q7: As for grammar explanations, I want detailed explanations.
Q8: I do not require explanations contrasting Japanese and Indonesian.
Q9: I learn better when receiving explanations contrasting Japanese and Indonesian.
Q10: It is better to have columns explaining Japanese culture, customs, and manners in
Indonesian.
Q11: It is better to have columns contrasting Japanese and Indonesian’s culture, customs,
and manners in Indonesian.
Q12: I want to learn standard Japanese.
Q13: I want to learn not only the standard Japanese but also strong dialects.
Q14: I also want to learn children’s Japanese.
Q15: I also want to learn children’s Japanese and also elderly people’s Japanese.
Q16: I want to learn frequently-used words adopted from foreign languages.
Q17: I want to learn frequently-used onomatopoeic expressions.
Q18: It is better to have the dialogues with plot.
Q19: I want to read the dialogues both in formal and informal style.
Q20: I want to learn Japanese honorific language.
Q21: It is better to have pictures and illustrations.
Q22: It is better to have audio learning materials.
Q23: It is better to have information on nonverbal aspects of speech such as Japanese
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gestures.
Q24: It is better to have signs such as streets and factories.
Q25: It is better to have animation, comic strip.
Q26: It is better to have pronunciation practices every lesson.
Q27: It is better to have mechanical drills such as forming a Japanese sentence in a
mechanical manner.
Q28: It is better to have meaningful drills such as forming Japanese sentences and
understanding the context and what people are saying.
Q29: It is better to have exercises to create sentences and discourses in Japanese.
Q30: It is better to have task-type exercises in Japanese.
Q31: It is better to have role-play exercises in Japanese.
Q32: It is better to have discussion and debate in Japanese.
Q33: It is better to have shadowing exercises.
Q34: It is better to have translation exercises from Indonesian to Japanese.
Q35: It is better to have writing exercises not only making a sentence but also making a
discourse.
Q36: It is better to have a reading every lesson.
Q37: It is better to have a section on new words and phrases in readings.
Q38: I want to learn Japanese society and customs through reading materials.
Q39: I want to read the old folk tales of Japan that are popular among the Japanese.
Q40: I want to read Japanese comical stories.
Q41: It should have a section to practice intensive reading, speed reading, skimming and
scanning.
Q42: Word list should include Japanese to Indonesian translation.
Q43: Word list should also include Indonesian to Japanese translation.
Q44: It is better to have all Japanese words in the aiueo order at the end of the textbook.
Q45: All words in the lessons should be listed at the end of the textbook.
Q46: It is better to have particle information associated with each Japanese verb when it is
introduced for the first time.
Q47: It is better to have example sentences using new words and phrases at the end of the
textbook.
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Q48: It is better to have antonym information.
Q49: It is better to have Japanese pronunciation practices every lesson.
Q50: It is better to have Japanese accent practices every lesson.
Q51: It is better to have Japanese rhythm practices every lesson.
Q52: It is better to have Japanese intonation practices every lesson.
Q53: It is better to have Japanese riddles and games on words.
Q54: I want to distinguish between words for comprehension and words for use, and learn
them both.
Q55: I want to learn Kanji (Chinese character) little by little.
Q56: Kanji (Chinese character) can be introduced from the first class for passive learning as
long as it is shown with its readings.
Q57: I do not need to be able to write Kanji (Chinese character) correctly as long as I can
read them.
Q58: I want to study Japanese using authentic materials even if they are difficult to read.
Q59: I want to do exercises that enhance my level of critical thinking.
Q60: It is better to have a quiz for review purposes in every lesson.
Q61: It is better to have review exercises every four or five lessons.
Q62: It is better to have pair work and group work every lesson.
Q63: It is better to have error correction exercises.
Q64: It is better to have communication gap information between the Japanese and
Indonesian.
Q65: I do not need CD materials.
Q66: I mainly want to learn how to read Kanji (Chinese character) rather than writing them.
Q67: I want to learn how to read and write Kanji.
A question of free description about their desired Japanese textbook is as follows:
Q: In the following space, please write the descriptions
of your ideal Japanese language textbook.
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4. Resu
ults and Disscussion
We wouuld like to present
p
the results
r
of thhis survey acccording to the topics oof the questiions.
four skillls: question
ns 1 - 3
grammarr: questionss 4 – 7
contrast:: questions 8 – 11
dialoguees: questions 12 – 20
audio-viisual aids: questions
q
21 – 25
drills andd exercises:: questions 226 – 35
reading materials:
m
questions
q
366 – 41
words annd phrases: questions 442 – 48
pronunciation: quesstions 49 – 552
others: questions
q
53
3 – 67
4.1 Fouur Skills

Number of Subjects
j

Figure 1 indicatess the resultts of four skills that the subjeccts want too learn. The figure
w
to acqquire speakiing and listeening skillss more than reading
illustrattes that morre learners want
and wrriting skillss. It is veery understaandable that learners first want
nt to impro
ove oral
commuunication skiills which enable
e
them
m to conversee with Japan
nese speakeers in Japanese.

100
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Q1
Q
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Q2
Q
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Q3
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Q2
strongly
agree

agree

dooes not
m
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s
disagree
d

Figu
ure 1. Four Skills
S
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4.2 Graammar

N
b off S
bj
Number
Subjets
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Q
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Q1
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Q6
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Q1
Q
Q2
Q
Q3
Q

Figu
ure 2. Gram
mmar
From F
Figure 2, wee learned th
hat there aree more learn
ners who want
w
to learnn grammar through
extractiing from exxample senttences thann being passsively proviided with ggrammaticall points.
This dooes not appear to be in
n agreemennt with mosst language teachers’ bbelief that grammar
g
should be taught explicitly in
i words. M
Many of th
he existing Japanese teextbooks’ grammar
g
introducctions do noot follow th
he learners w
wish mentio
oned above.
Furtherm
more, learnners do not expect detaailed descrip
ptions of grrammatical points but only the
fundam
mental basic description
ns of them,, which fallls in line with
w one of the argumeents that
second language accquisition reesearch hass claimed.
4.3 Conntrast
Figure 3 shows thee survey ressults of conttrast such ass language, culture, cusstom, and manners.
m
Subjectts in this stuudy want to have explannations con
ntrasting two
o languagess, cultures, customs,
c
and maanners. It is not realistiic to give thhose explan
nations in Jaapanese in aan elementaary level
textboook, but it is reasonable to give tho se explanattions in theiir native lannguage. Leaarners of
Japanesse will havve opportun
nities to stuudy similariities and differences bbetween th
hese two
languagges and counntries in their early stagge of learnin
ng which is very
v beneficcial for learners and
also mootivate them
m to becomee interested iin the contrrastive view
wpoints.
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Number of Subjects
j
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Figgure 3. Conttrast
4.4 Diaalogues
Figure 4 clearly illlustrates th
hat the subjeects want to
o study the standard JJapanese, bu
ut at the
same tiime, learn its languag
ge in order to commun
nicate with
h Japanese of all agess: strong
dialectss, young peoople’s Japan
nese, childrren’s Japaneese, elderly people’s Jaapanese, loaan words
(words adopted froom foreign languages)), frequently
y-used onom
matopoeic eexpressionss, formal
and infoormal styless, and Japan
nese honoriffic languagee. It is particularly worthh noting thaat almost
all of thhe subjects prefer
p
to leaarn Japanesee honorific language
l
(K
Keigo) and fformal and informal
i
styles oof Japanese. This preferrence may hhave resulteed from theeir motivatioon for acquiring the
Japanesse for busineess purposees.

Number of Subjects
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4.5 Auddio-visual Aids
It is verry difficult to
t find Japaanese languuage textboo
oks that do not
n have anny audio-vissual aids
such as pictures, illlustrations, cartoons, ssigns, tapes,, CDs, and DVDs
D
thesee days. Witthout the
audio-vvisual aids learners
l
aree going to fface difficullties to keep
p their motiivation to learn the
languagge just by reading
r
texttbooks full of characteers. The usee of audio-vvisual aids will
w help
learnerss memorize new wordss and phrasees of the lan
nguage, and
d on top of tthis, it will let them
appreciate the learnning processes which aalso help theem to maintain their mootivations fo
or a long
period of time. Fiigure 5 exp
presses this that subjeccts prefer to
o use audioo-visual aid
ds when
learningg Japanese.
Preparinng audio-viisual aids iss not an ea sy job and in fact, fin
nding professsional radiio actors
approprriate for thee characters in the dialoogues of the textbook is difficult. However, it is still
importaant to prepaare audio-v
visual aids tthat will help learnerss to learn tthe languag
ge in an
enjoyabble manner.
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Figure 55. Audio-Visual Aids
4.6 Drillls and Exerrcises
In drill and exercisse sections, almost all oof the existing Japanesee language ttextbooks contain
c
a
large nuumber of drrills and exercises. Hoowever, after taking a close
c
look aat them, it will
w take
no timee to be awaare of the faact that thosse drills and exercises are very m
mechanical. That is,
learnerss can perforrm the task, in the worrst case, without underrstanding thhe meaning of what
they aree saying. However,
H
it is somehow
w surprising
g that learn
ners in this rresearch fin
nd some
value oon those meechanical drills.
d
This may reflect a possibillity that leaarners worrry about
accuraccy of their performance
p
e since accuuracy of thee language is most easilly picked up
u by the
languagge teachers in the classsroom and bbecomes a target
t
of errror correctioon and feed
dback. It
is understandable that both teeachers andd learners arre more incclinable to bbe consciou
us about
accuraccy of the lannguage prod
duced by leaarners.
Figure 6 show thatt the subjeccts moderateely prefer to receive various kindds of exercisses such
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as mecchanical driills, meanin
ngful drills, discourse exercises, task-type eexercises, role-play
r
exercisees, shadowiing exercisees, translatiion exercisees, writing exercises, aand discusssion and
debate iin Japanesee. Textbook
k writers shoould try to make vario
ous types off exercises that can
keep leaarners to acctively get in
nvolved in llanguage learning.
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Figure 6.. Drills and Exercises
4.7 Reaading Materrials
Readingg is one of the importaant skills too acquire, but
b it is a raather difficuult skill to develop.
d
Learnerrs are not usually
u
interested in reeading mateerials which
h are aimedd just to learn new
grammaar and new
w vocabularry, but are more interested in reading matterials that contain
informaation of socciety, culturre (traditionnal culture, sub culturre, and popp culture), customs,
c
history, and currennt affairs of
o the targeet country. Reading materials
m
shhould includ
de these
contents. The resuult of our questionnair
q
res reflects this point (Figure 7) and let uss further
inform that subjeccts want to read
r
old follk tales of Japan
J
and Jaapanese com
mical stories. It also
turned oout that subbjects wish textbooks tto include not
n only inteensive readiing, but alsso speed
readingg, skimmingg and scanniing practicees.
Anotherr interestingg point is th
hat most texxtbook writeers have a tendency to restrict the number
of new vocabularyy in each lesson to redduce the burrden of learrners to lear
arn new voccabulary.
They heesitate to inntroduce neew vocabulaary especiallly in other sections. U
Usually, new
w words
and phrrases are inntroduced in
n the sectionn of dialog
gues, and arre rarely inttroduced in reading
sectionss, and drill and
a exercise sections. H
However, th
his research
h have revelled that subjjects are
not reluuctant at alll to learn new
n
vocabuulary in sections other than the di
dialogue secctions. It
seems tthat subjectss do not min
nd learning new words and phrasees anywheree in the textb
books.
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Figure 77. Reading Materials
M
4.8 Worrds and Phrrases
Most laanguage texxtbooks have word list for each leesson and a glossary off all the new
w words
and phrrases introdduced at thee end of thee book. However, it iss more oftenn the case that this
glossaryy is one-waay list, that is,
i glossary of the targeet foreign laanguage to the learner’s native
languagge. Languagge textbook
ks, especiallly textbook
k of the eleementary leevel, are ussed as a
dictionaary since many
m
students in an eleementary claass do not usually
u
havve a dictionary. Our
researchh also indiicates this point
p
from Figure 8 that the su
ubject wishh to have tw
wo way
glossariies, and furrthermore particle inforrmation associated with
h each Japaanese verb, example
e
sentencces using new
w words an
nd phrases, aand antonym
m information in the texxtbook. Thiis shows
the learrners’ attitudde towards how they w
want to leaarn the targ
get languagee. Textbook
k writers
should ggain a betteer understanding of the fact that leaarners want to acquire ccommunicaation and
perform
mance know
wledge, and not
n passive, static know
wledge of grrammar andd words and phrases.
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nd Phrases
4.9 Pronunciation
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Figu
ure 9. Pronu
unciation
Subjectts from Figure 9 wish to have prronunciation
n practices every lessoon, including accent
practicee, rhythm practice,
p
and
d intonationn practice. So far, mo
ost elementtary level Japanese
J
languagge textbookks seem to show a ppropensity not
n to placce an emphhasis on prracticing
pronuncciation of thhe language, except teextbooks su
uch as the Mizutanis’
M
An Introdu
uction to
Modernn Japanese (1977) and
d The JET Programmee Japanese Language Course Beeginner's
Course Book 1~6 (2009), botth of whichh contain varrious kinds of pronunciiation practtices just
mentionned above. We expecct future eelementary textbooks to have m
more pronu
unciation
exercisees.
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4.10 Others
Survey results for questions from 53 to 67 illustrate that Indonesian learners of Japanese seem
to be enthusiastic about learning Japanese; for examples, they want to experience Japanese
riddles and games on words, to learn four skills, kanjis, to review exercises, to use authentic
materials, and to do pair work, group work, and information gap task. All of these reactions
signify that learners in Indonesia are active and positive learners of language.

5. Free Descriptions
Part of descriptions about their desired Japanese textbook led us to find out the following. 1)
more interesting dialogues and reading, 2) well-balanced fours skills of speaking, listening,
reading, and writing, 3) words and phrases being used by Japanese people everyday, 4) column
of Japanese pop culture every chapter, 5) ample sentence examples and exercises, 6)
introduction of kanji from the beginning, 7) possibility for self-study, 8) reading of kanji in the
bottom section of each page, 9) ample illustrations, 10) brief descriptions in Indonesian, 11)
application of recent method of language education, 12) more exercises to make sentences. All
of these descriptions seem to reflect the reaction to the questionnaires above.

6. Conclusions
This research demonstrates that Indonesian learners of Japanese are not very satisfied with
the existing Japanese language textbooks. They are looking forward to the emergence of
newly written innovative Japanese language textbooks that fit the expectancies of Indonesian
learners of Japanese and making the full use of the outcome of contrastive study of language
and culture that include various elements that maintain the learners’ motivation to learn.

7. Further Research
This paper tried to broadly describe what kind of Japanese textbooks are expected to be
written in the future for the Indonesian learners of Japanese. However, the participants were
limited to university students in Bandung. It is important to launch a full-scale research on the
learners from the other areas in Indonesia. A research that presents an ideal picture of
Japanese language textbooks that is suitable for the Indonesian learners of Japanese based on
a large-scale survey is highly recommended in the future.
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